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Abstract
The paper deals with a maintenance grouping approach for multi-component systems whose components
are connected in series. The considered systems are required to serve a sequence of missions with limited
breaks/stoppage durations while maintenance teams (repairmen) are limited and may vary over time. The
optimization of the maintenance grouping decision for such multi-component systems leads to a NP-complete
problem. The aim of the paper is to propose and to optimize a dynamic maintenance decision rule on a
rolling horizon. The heuristic optimization scheme for the maintenance decision is developed by imple-
menting two optimization algorithms (genetic algorithm and MULTIFIT) to find an optimal maintenance
planning under both availability and limited repairmen constraints. Thanks to the proposed maintenance
approach, impacts of availability constraints or/and limited maintenance teams on the maintenance plan-
ning and grouping are highlighted. In addition, the proposed grouping approach allows also updating online
the maintenance planning in dynamic contexts such as the change of required availability level and/or the
change of repairmen over time. A numerical example of a 20-component system is introduced to illustrate
the use and the advantages of the proposed approach in the maintenance optimization framework.
Keywords: Multi-component systems, maintenance grouping, availability, repairmen, genetic algorithm,
MULTIFIT algorithm.
1 Introduction
In the maintenance optimization framework of multi-component systems, grouping maintenance has been
introduced, developed and successfully applied for various engineering systems [3, 18, 24]. The main idea
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of the maintenance grouping is to take the advantages of positive economic dependence which implies that
combining maintenance activities is cheaper than performing maintenance on components separately, see
for instance [4, 7, 9, 20, 30].
A major challenge of the maintenance optimization consists in joining the stochastic models regarding
the components (state evolution) with the combinatorial problems regarding the grouping of maintenance
activities. While a long term or infinite planning horizon can be assumed to solve this problem in case of
stable situations, dynamic models have been introduced in order to change the planning rules according
to short-term information (e.g. failures and varying deterioration of components, spare parts, etc) using a
rolling (finite) horizon approach [18, 28, 30]. This approach is however limited to a class of problems with
two significant assumptions: (i) maintenance durations are neglected; (ii) each component is preventively
maintained one time in horizon interval. To overcome these limitations, several extensions of the rolling
horizon approach have been recently developed in [7, 29]. Nevertheless in such papers, maintenance con-
straints have not yet been considered. From a practical point of view, it is often impossible to perform all the
desirable maintenance actions due to the limitations on maintenance resources, such as maintenance budget
and limited maintenance teams (repairmen) [4, 15, 19]. In the other hand, industrial systems are usually
required to serve a sequence of missions with given required availability levels or limited breaks/stoppage
durations, see [1, 15, 11, 14, 25]. However, when looking at the literature, no research is found dealing with
optimal maintenance strategy considering both system (availability) constraint and limited maintenance
resources.
In order to address the above-mentioned issues, the first objective of this work is to propose a dynamic
maintenance grouping strategy under the rolling horizon approach for multi-component systems whose
components are connected in series. The considered systems are required to serve a sequence of missions
with limited breaks/stoppage durations while maintenance teams (repairmen) are limited and may vary over
time. It is important to note that when taking into account theses constraints in the maintenance model,
determining the optimal maintenance planning requires to solve NP-hard problems. Moreover, when only a
limited number of maintenance teams are available to carry out the maintenance of a group of components,
a question arises on how to allocate optimally maintenance actions to each maintenance team. To solve
these issues, the second objective of the paper is to propose a heuristic optimization scheme implementing a
genetic algorithm [10, 21] and MULTIFIT algorithm (introduced initially for bin-packing problems by [6])
to determine an optimal maintenance planning. In addition, the proposed approach allows updating the
maintenance planning as soon as a short-term information related to a dynamic context such as the change
of required availability level and/or the change of maintenance teams over time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system, the assumptions associated
with inspection, maintenance operations and costs, and the problem statement. Section 3 focuses on
the description of the proposed maintenance grouping strategy. The implementation of two optimization
algorithms (GA and MULTIFIT) are presented in Section 4. To illustrate the use and the advantages of the
proposed maintenance grouping approach, a numerical example of a 20-component system is introduced in
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Section 5. In addition some numerical results are analyzed discussed here. Finally, the last section presents
the conclusions drawn from this work.
NOTATION LIST
Ai0 required average availability level for mission i
Cd downtime cost rate of the system
Cpi preventive maintenance cost of component i
Cci corrective maintenance cost of component i
di preventive maintenance duration of component i
Di0 maximal maintenance duration allocated for mission i
Gk kth group of maintenance activities in the planning horizon
ij jth maintenance occurrence of component i over planning horizon, with j = 1, . . .
m number of maintenance teams
n number of components of the system
N number of preventive maintenance activities in the planning horizon
QGk economic profit of group G
k
QGS total economic profit of grouping structure GS
ri(.) failure rate of component i
S setup cost
tib, t
i
e beginning and ending date of mission i
tbegin, tend beginning and ending date of the planning horizon
ti1 , tij tentative execution time of maintenance activity i
1 and ij respectively
tGk execution time of group G
k
U number of missions to be served by the system
x∗i optimal preventive maintenance interval of component i when it is individually maintained
λi, βi scale and shape parameters of component i
φ∗i minimal long-term average maintenance cost of component i
φ∗sys minimal long-term average maintenance cost of the system
2 System modeling and problem statement
Consider a series system consisting of n independent binary components, i.e. a component state is either
“operational” or “failed”. With this kind of systems, a stoppage of one or more components due to whatever
reasons, e.g. failure or maintenance, leads to a shutdown of the system. It is assumed that the failure
behavior of components is described by a continuous distribution with increasing failure rate.
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2.1 Maintenance operations and related costs
To avoid the failure recurrences of the system, it is assumed that both preventive and corrective maintenance
actions are possible for each component. More precisely, if a component fails, it is then immediately repaired
with a minimal repair policy. The latter means that a corrective action restores the component involved
into a state as bad as old. It is shown [7, 30] that, for a minimal repair policy, corrective durations can be
very small with respect to maintenance planning horizon and can be neglected. For maintenance cost, it is
assumed that a corrective action on component i costs Cci .
For preventive maintenance actions, they can usually be planned in advance to prevent failures or/and to
reduce maintenance costs. It is assumed that after a preventive action, the maintained component becomes
as good as new. This kind of preventive maintenance is also called replacement action. It is shown in [7] that
the replacement action may take more time than a minimal repair one and the replacement duration should
not be neglected. It is also pointed out in [7, 18, 30] that the preventive maintenance cost may be shared
when performing maintenance on several components together thanks to the economic dependence between
components. To highlight this economic dependence, the preventive maintenance cost of the component i
is divided in three parts:
• a specific component cost cpi depending on the component characteristics and maintenance labor costs;
• a setup-cost, denoted S, indicates the preparation cost (or logistic cost) and can be shared when several
maintenance activities are performed together since execution of a group of maintenance activities
usually requires only one set-up [30, 7, 3];
• an unavailability cost: since the system is unavailable during maintenance execution, therefore, if a
preventive maintenance of component i, so-called activity i, leads a shutdown of the system during di
time units, an additional cost or unavailability cost cdi = di · C
d related to the production loss within
di time units is incurred (C
d is the unavailability cost rate of the system). This additional cost can
be also shared when several maintenance activities are simultaneously executed.
As a consequence, if activity i, is individually performed, we have to pay the following preventive cost:
Cpi = S + c
p
i + c
d
i . (1)
The economic dependence between components will be investigated and integrated in the proposed
grouping approach presented in Section 3.
2.2 Maintenance constraints and dynamic contexts
Availability constraints Assume that the system has to serve a sequence of U missions. Each mission
i (i = 1, ..., U) is characterized by three parameters: tib, t
i
e and A
i
0:
• tib, t
i
e (t
i
b < t
i
e) represent the beginning and ending date of mission i. It is assumed that t
i
e = t
i+1
b ;
• Ai0 (0 < A
i
0 ≤ 1) indicates the average availability level required for mission i.
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In that way, the total operating time required for mission i is not lower than Ai0.(t
i
e− t
i
b). The latter means
that the total stoppage time of the system within mission i is equal or lower than (1 − Ai0).(t
i
e − t
i
b). As
mentioned above, corrective maintenance is immediate while preventive maintenance requires a stoppage
time of the system. Therefore, if the total stoppage time of the system during the mission i is allocated for
preventive maintenance activities, the total preventive maintenance duration within mission i, denoted Di,
must be bounded:
Di ≤ (1−Ai0).(t
i
e − t
i
b) = D
i
0. (2)
where Di0 is the maximum duration allowed for all preventive maintenance actions during mission i. Since
the required average availability level Ai0 can be directly transformed to the maximum allowed maintenance
duration Di0, both terminologies are used through the paper.
Limited repairmen To execute preventive activities, we suppose that only m repairmen are available
and each repairman can take only one preventive activity at a time.
Dynamic contexts From a practical point of view, the number of repairmen may, be in one hand,
changed over time due to economical/technical reasons. In the other hand, the requirement on total operat-
ing time for a given mission may be also changed with time. These kind of situations, which are referred to,
in this paper, as “dynamic contexts”, may have significant influence on the maintenance planning and cost
and should be taken into account in the maintenance optimization process. It should be noticed that other
kinds of dynamic contexts such as maintenance opportunities, changes in production planning, changes in
the system structure have been investigated in maintenance optimization, see [7, 29].
2.3 Need for dynamic maintenance grouping
We are here interested in a maintenance grouping strategy according to two following reasons:
1. it is shown in a number of papers, see for example [4, 30], that grouping can save maintenance costs
since the set-up cost and the unavailability cost can be shared when several maintenance activities are
executed together. It must be noticed however that when several maintenance activities are performed
together, maintenance cost could be indirectly penalized
• with the reduction of components useful life if the maintenance dates are advanced;
• with the increasing of components failure probability which could imply a system immobilization
if the maintenance dates are too late.
2. due to the availability constraint (or limited maintenance duration constraint), several maintenance
activities have to be simultaneously performed to reduce maintenance durations. The latter is needed
even when it may lead to a higher maintenance cost in some cases, e.g., when the set-up cost and
unavailability cost rate are equal to zero, grouping is then more costly but without grouping the
required availability level may not be reached.
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In addition, such a maintenance grouped planning must be able to adapt in presence of a dynamic context
as mentioned above. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a dynamic maintenance grouping approach which
can help to provide an optimal maintenance planning with maintenance constraints at lowest maintenance
cost. The proposed maintenance grouping approach allows also the online update of the optimal maintenance
planning in dynamic contexts.
3 Dynamic maintenance grouping strategy
This section is devoted to develop a dynamic maintenance grouping approach for maintenance optimization
of multi-component systems with availability and repairmen constraints. The proposed dynamic grouping
approach is basically developed from the rolling horizon approach and is divided into 4 phases: maintenance
optimization at component level, tentative planning, grouping optimization, updating. The flowchart of the
proposed approach is presented in Figure 2.
Optimization
Input data
at component level
Tentative
planning
Grouping
optimization
Updating
Rolling horizon
Updated maintenance
constraints
Final maintenance
planning
Initial maintenance 
constraints
Figure 1: Maintenance grouping approach
3.1 Phase 1: maintenance optimization at component level
The objective of this phase is to find optimal preventive maintenance cycle for each component. An infinite-
horizon maintenance model is used and all components are assumed to be isolated from each others, i.e.,
no interaction between components is considered at this stage.
For a better understanding of the proposed maintenance approach, Weibull distribution law is herein
used as an example to describe the failure behaviors of the components. More precisely, the failure time of
component i (i = 1, ..., n) is assumed to be described by a Weibull distribution with scale parameter λi > 0,
and shape parameter βi > 1. The corresponding failure rate is then:
ri(t) =
βi
λi
(
t
λi
)βi−1. (3)
Let Mi(x) denote the expected deterioration cost for component i, i.e. the expected costs incurred in
x time units since the latest execution of activity i. According to the minimal repair policy, Mi(x) can be
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expressed as:
Mi(x) = C
c
i ·
∫ x
0
ri(y)dy, (4)
where ri(.) is the rate of occurrence of failure of component i. From equations (3) and (4), we obtain:
Mi(x) = C
c
i · (
x
λi
)βi . (5)
If component i is preventively maintained at x, the expected cost within interval [0, x+ di] is:
Γi(x) = C
p
i +Mi(x) = C
p
i + C
c
i · (
x
λi
)βi . (6)
Using the renewal theory [23], the long-term average cost φi(x) when executing the preventive mainte-
nance of component i every x time units amount is:
φi(x) =
Γi(x)
x
=
Cpi + C
c
i · (
x
λi
)βi
x
. (7)
This long-term average cost reaches the minimal value φ∗i = φi(x
∗
i ), where x
∗
i denotes the optimal interval
length. From equation (7), one obtains:
x∗i = λi
βi
√
Cpi
Cci (βi − 1)
, (8)
and the minimal long-term average cost:
φ∗i = φi(x
∗
i ) =
Cpi βi
x∗i (βi − 1)
. (9)
This optimal interval length x∗i represents a nominal preventive maintenance period of component i
(i = 1, ..., N) and can be used to define tentative execution times which will be described in phase 2. In
that way, the minimum total maintenance cost per operating time unit of the system is calculated by:
CIM =
n∑
i=0
φ∗i . (10)
3.2 Phase 2: tentative planning
The aim is to establish all tentative maintenance dates within a planning horion [tbegin, tend] using the
nominal preventive maintenance period of components.
Based on the nominal preventive maintenance periods, the first tentative maintenance execution time
of component i (i = 1, ...n) from the current date denoted tbegin = t
1
b can be calculated by
ti1 = tbegin − t
e
i + x
∗
i + d
Σ
i , (11)
where tei is the operational time elapsed from the last preventive maintenance of component i before tbegin,
and dΣi is the cumulative maintenance durations before the execution of component i. d
Σ
i is added since the
system is stopped during maintenance. The illustration of ti1 is presented in Figure 2.
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Last preventive maintenance date
dΣi
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tei + dg
x∗i + dg + d
Σ
i
ti1
Figure 2: Illustration of ti1 .
It is shown in [7, 30] that to ensure that all components are taken into account in the maintenance
decision, the planning horizon should be chosen so that within this horizon interval each component is
preventively performed at least one time. Therefore, tend = t
U
e if t
U
e is larger than (tj1+dj) with tj1 = max
i=1:n
ti1 ,
otherwise tend = (tj1 + dj).
Since useful lifetime of components may be different, several components may be preventively maintained
more than one time. Let ij be the jth occurrence of maintenance activity i (or component i) in the planning
horizon, the tentative execution time of operation ij , denoted tij (j ≥ 2), depends on the executed time
of operation ij−1, denoted t∗
ij−1
, the cumulative maintenance durations dΣ
ij−1
from t∗
ij−1
, and the nominal
periodicity x∗i .
tij =t
∗
ij−1 + d
Σ
ij−1 + x
∗
i . (12)
3.3 Phase 3: maintenance grouping optimization at system level
The main idea of this phase is to find an optimal maintenance planning which minimizes the total mainte-
nance cost and copes with an availability level constraint under limited repairmen. The main idea is to find
a grouping structure (or partition of all maintenance activities/operations within the planning horizon) for
which at each maintenance time, several components are jointly replaced, so-called grouped maintenance
action. In that way, each maintenance group is characterized by three parameters: maintenance operations,
group execution date and group maintenance duration.
3.3.1 Mathematical formulation
Economic profit for a group Assume now that several different maintenance activities ij(i, j =
1, 2, ...) are performed in a group Gk (with k = 1, 2, ...). It should be noticed that operations ij and il
(j 6= l) are identical operations since they are respectively the jth and the lth occurrence of maintenance
activity i for component i. They can not be in a same group.
The economic profit of the group Gk can be divided into three parts as follows:
1. The penalty costs due to the changes of the individual optimal/tentative maintenance dates. Let
hi(∆tij) be the penalty cost when i
j is actually executed at time t∗
ij
= tij + ∆tij , with ∆tij > −x
∗
i ,
instead of tij . This change of execution time of activity i
j leads to the following consequences, [4, 7, 30]:
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• an increase in the expected costs over the jth renewal cycle given by Mi(x
∗
i + ∆ tij)−Mi(x
∗
i );
• a change cost due to the deferments of all future executions times after tij that are given by
∆tij .φ
∗
i .
As a consequence, hi(∆tij ) can be written as:
hi(∆tij ) = C
c
i ·
[(x∗i +∆tij
λi
)βi
−
(x∗i
λi
)βi]
−∆tij
Cpi βi
x∗i (βi − 1)
. (13)
It should be noticed that another kind of penalty cost function can be found in [3]. Let HGk(t) be
the group penalty cost function at time t. The optimal execution time of the group tGk can be found
when the HGk(.) achieves its minimal value H
∗
Gk
. That is:
H∗Gk = HGk(tGk) = mint
( ∑
ij∈Gk
hi(t− tij )
)
. (14)
The optimal execution date for the group tGk can be numerically determined.
2. The setup cost savings: according to [7, 30] executing a group of several PM activities requires only
one setup cost, the group Gk yields a cost reduction:
V1(G
k) = (card(Gk)− 1) · S. (15)
where card(Gk) is the number of PM activities in group Gk. According to (15), it is clear that V1(G
k)
depends on the number of PM activities in the group. It is important to note that other models of
setup cost dependency can be found in [26].
3. An additional cost saving relying on the reduction of maintenance duration when several PM activities
are simultaneously executed by m repairmen.
V2(G
k,m) = (
∑
ij∈Gk
di − dGk(m))C
d, (16)
where dGk(m) is the total duration of the group G
k. It is important to note that dGk(m) depends
on the duration of all group members and the number of repairmen m. If only one repairman is
available, then dGk(1) =
∑
ij∈Gk di, i.e., this additional cost saving is equal to 0. For m > 1, to find
the minimum value of dGk(m) an optimization algorithm, so called MULTIFIT algorithm, is employed.
Its implementation is presented in Section 4.1.
From Equation (14), (15) and (16), the economic profits (saving cost) of group Gk, denoted QGk , can be
calculated as follows:
QGk = V1(G
k) + V2(G
k,m)−H∗Gk . (17)
Total economic profit In this step, we consider all the possible groups and to evaluate the total
maintenance cost as a function of all the possible groups in the planning horizon [tbegin, tend].
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In fact, based on all different groups, a grouping structure, namely GS, can be identified. In fact, GS
is a collection of l mutually exclusive groups G1, ..., Gs which cover all N preventive maintenance activities
in the planning horizon.
Gl ∩Gk = ∅, ∀l 6= k and G1 ∪G2 ∪ ... ∪Gs = {1, ..., N}. (18)
In that way, the total economic profit of grouping structure GS, denoted QGS, is calculated as follows:
QGS =
∑
Gk∈GS
QGk . (19)
The total maintenance duration within a mission i (i = 1, ..., U) can be determined by:
Di =
∑
tu
b
≤t
Gk
<tue
dGk(m). (20)
According to the availability constraint presented in Section 2.2, a grouping structure is an optimal one,
denoted GS∗, when the following conditions are verified:
GS∗ = argmax
GS
QGS, (21)
and,
Di ≤ Di0 for i = 1, ..., U . (22)
As a consequence, the minimum total maintenance cost per operating time unit within the considered
planning horizon [tbegin, tend] is calculated by:
Cgrouping = CIM −QGS∗/(tend − tbegin −DGS∗). (23)
3.3.2 Finding optimal grouped maintenance planning under availability and limited
repairmen constraints
The finding of the optimal grouping structure becomes a NP-complete problem due to the impacts of limited
maintenance duration, i.e. availability constraint in so far as we consider any combinations of all possible
groups. Actually, the number of possible grouping structures increases very quickly with the increase of
the number of PM activities. To find the optimal grouping structure, an exact method, which considers all
possible grouping structures, would take too much computation time. It is shown in [29] that shows that
exact methods are unusable if the number of PM activities is higher than 14.
It must be noticed that when only one repairman and no availability constraints are considered, a theorem
of consecutive preventive maintenance activities is proposed in [30] in order to reduce the computational
calculation time. The main idea of this theorem is that given several consecutive PM activities i, j, k with
ti < tj < tk (ti is the tentative maintenance date of PM activity i), if PM activities i et k are grouped in
a group then the PM activity j must be in this group. Thanks to the proposed theorem, the number of
possible groups can be dramatically reduced. In doing that, dynamic programming has been successfully
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used as an efficient optimization technique to find the optimal grouping planning in many works, see for
instance [3, 7, 30]. However, the proposed theorem is no longer applicable in presence of repairmen and
availability (or limited maintenance duration) constraint. As an example, given 4 PM activities i, j, k, h with
tentative maintenance dates ti < tj < tk < th (these PM activities are consecutive) and its maintenance
duration di = dk = 1 and dj = dh=3. It is assumed that only two repairmen are available for executing
maintenance and the total maintenance duration is limited to 4. According to the theorem, to archive the
maintenance duration constraint, only one solution is the grouping of four maintenance activities. However,
it is easy to see that the second solution is possible: i, k are grouped in the first group and j, h are grouped
in the second one. If ti and th are so far, the second solution may provide more maintenance cost saving
than the first one provided by the theorem of consecutive preventive maintenance activities.
To face this issue, an other efficient optimization technique is needed. Generic Algorithms (GA) have
been considered as a relevant optimization approach in the maintenance optimization framework, see for
instance [13, 27, 5, 17, 28]. In that way, GA is used and developed to find the grouped maintenance planning
in this work. Detailed description on the implementation of GA algorithm in the specific context of the
present work will be discussed in Section 4.
3.4 Phase 4: updating of the maintenance planning
The current optimal maintenance planning needs to be updated according to one of the two following
reasons:
1. in presence of new maintenance constraints. After to the previous phase, we have an optimal
grouped maintenance planning within the finite planning horizon [tbegin, tend]. However, with time
maintenance constraints, by which the current planning can be directly impacted, may be changed,
e.g., several repairmen may become unavailable during given time periods; the average availability
level required for given missions may be changed. In that way, the current maintenance planning
may become no longer an optimal or even unusable one. A new maintenance planning is needed.
To integrate this kind of dynamic context, we simply go back to phase ”grouping optimization”.
The illustration of the updating process of the grouped maintenance planning in presence of new
maintenance constraint is shown in Figure 3.
It should be noticed that updating of maintenance planning may be needed in presence of other dy-
namic contexts such as maintenance opportunities [7], spares parts replenishment, change of production
planning, etc [29].
2. at the end of the current planning horizon. A new maintenance planning for the next hori-
zon is needed. New horizon can be constructed based on new required missions’ interval with new
maintenance constraints (availability and/or repairmen constraints). For this purpose, the rolling
horizon procedure is used by returning to phase 2 of the optimization scheme to redefine all preventive
maintenance activities in the new tentative planning horizon and so on.
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Figure 3: Updating process of the grouped maintenance planning in presence of new maintenance constraint.
4 Implementation of optimization algorithms
This section is devoted to present how the two mentioned optimization algorithms (MULTIFIT and GA
algorithm) can be implemented and integrated in the proposed maintenance grouping approach.
4.1 MULTIFIT algorithm
The main idea of the implementation of MULTIFIT algorithm is to schedule optimally a group of mainte-
nance activities for a limited maintenance teams in order to minimize the total maintenance duration. It
should be noticed that MULTIFIT algorithm is the most popular method for the problem of scheduling a
set of independent jobs on a limited identical machines with the objective of minimizing the total finishing
time.
Without loss of generality, consider now a group consisting of k maintenance activities. To perform the
maintenance of the group, only m (m ≤ k) repairmen are available.
Step 0 It is assumed that k maintenance activities are renumbered by increasing order according to their
decreasing duration, i.e. d1 ≥ d2 ≥ . . . ≥ dk. Next, let D
up
Gk
= max(d1, 2
∑k
i=1 di/m) and D
low
Gk
=
max(d1,
∑k
i=1 di/m). And finally, set w = 0.
Step 1 Set DGk =
1
2(D
up
Gk
+Dlow
Gk
) and w = w + 1.
Step 2 Assign maintenance activities to repairmen with limited time DGk according to First Fit Decreasing
method (FFD), [12]. The FFD method assigns the PM activity in succession to the lowest indexed
repairmen which can complete the PM activity within limited time DGk .
Step 3 If all activities can be assigned to m repairmen, then set Dup
Gk
= DGk and go to step 4, otherwise set
Dlow
Gk
= DGk and go to step 4.
Step 4 If w = wmax then stop, otherwise go to step 1.
It is shown in [6] that the worst-case performance ratio is:
α =
Dfound optimum
Gk
Dreal optimum
Gk
=
13
11
+ 2−wmax
12
The iterations number can be fixed in advance, as recommended in [6], wmax = 7. In that way, after 7
iterations we obtain an optimal value of DGk .
As an example, assume that only two maintenance teams are available for executing a group of 8
maintenance activities with d1 = 6, d2 = 5, d3 = 5, d4 = 5, d5 = 4, d6 = 3, d7 = 2 and d8 = 1.
The optimal scheduling provided by MULTIFIT algorithm is sketched in Figure4.
1
2
Activity 3
Repairman
Duration
0 6 9 12 14 165 11 15
Activity 2Activity 1
Activity 4 Activity 5 Activity 6 Activity 7
Activity 8
Figure 4: Optimal scheduling of 8 maintenance activities under 2 repairmen
The minimum maintenance duration of the group is 16 time units.
4.2 Genetic algorithm
The Genetic Algorithm has been recognized as a general search strategy which is often useful for solving
combinatorial problems, see [10]. Recently, GA has been widely studied, experimented and applied in many
fields in engineering worlds. A GA starts by creating an initial population of solutions. Each solution is
next evaluated using an objective function. During each iteration step, genetic operations (crossover and
mutation operations) are applied in order to search potential better solutions. Repair procedures are applied
each time when an infeasible solution occurs to repair this solution, and to put it back into the search space.
The GA structure is in presented in Figure 5.
Optimal solution
Final condition?
New generation
Selection Crossover
Yes
Elitism 
Encoding
Initial population
 Adjusting process
Evaluation
iter=iter+1
Mutation
No
Figure 5: Structure of GA
4.2.1 Encoding
Each solution is represented by an array, namely X, with N elements which correspond to N PM activities.
If maintenance activity i is in group j then X(i) = j. Here, X corresponds to a grouping structure.
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Example: considering 7 preventive activities. A feasible solution containing 3 groups G1 = {1
1, 21, 41},
G2 = {3
1, 52}, G3 = {2
2, 51} is represented by array X as follows:
1 1 2 1 3 3 2
PM activities
X =
1 2 3 4 5 2 5
1 1 1 1 1 2 2
Figure 6: An example of solution encoding
4.2.2 Generation of initial population
GA makes randomly an initial population of solutions. If there are too few solutions in the population, GA
have a few possibilities to perform crossover and only a small part of search space is explored. On the other
hand, if there are too many solutions, GA slows down. The population size is usually chosen between 60
and 100 solutions. To generate an initial solution, the number of groups in the solution is randomly chosen
between 1 and n− 1. Next, all maintenance activities are randomly put into the chosen groups.
4.2.3 Adjusting process
Consider an infeasible solution, in which the availability constraints are not satisfied at some intervals.
Du =
∑
Gk∈u
dGk(m) =
∑
tu
b
≤t
Gk
<tue
dGk(m) > D
u
0 (24)
where, Du is the total maintenance duration of the mission u within [tub , t
u
e ] and D
u
0 is the maximal total
maintenance durations allowed in this mission.
To adjust this infeasible solution, we propose here two following ways which allow reducing the total main-
tenance durations of mission u:
1. Increase the number of repairmen: Here, we try to increase the number of repairmen to reduce the
maintenance duration of groups in mission u. To this end, the following steps are proposed:
• Step 1: m = m+ 1, where, m is the number of repairmen.
• Step 2: recalculate the total maintenance durations of groups of mission u, Du, by reusing MUL-
TIFIT algorithm in section 4.1 with the new value of m.
• Step 3: return to step 1 until constraint (24) is satisfied.
Note well that the adjusting process can reduce the total maintenance durations Du to Dumin which is
defined as the following:
Dumin =
∑
Gk∈u
min
i∈Gk
di (25)
As consequence, when Du0 < D
u
min or when the number of repairmen does not change, the adjusting
process does not work. For this reason, the second strategy is proposed.
2. Postpone some PM activities to other intervals: Herein, we try to postpone some PM activities
in the interval [tub , t
u
e ] to other intervals. This procedure is described as follows:
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• Step 1: randomly choose one maintenance activity which is planned to maintain in the interval
[tub , t
u
e ];
• Step 2: move the chosen activity to other intervals;
• Step 3: return to step 1 until constraint (24) is satisfied.
4.2.4 Evaluation
Each solution is evaluated by its fitness function. To calculate the fitness value of solution X, denoted
f(X), the grouping structure GS which corresponds to array X is firstly identified by the following decoding
process: if X(i) = j then i is put into group j. After that, the fitness function is defined as follows:
f(X) = QGS =
∑
Gk∈GS
QGk , (26)
where, QGk is group savings of G
k which is determined by equation (17).
4.2.5 Elitism
In this step, the two best solutions are directly copied to the next generation in order to protect the best
solutions from the high level of disruption .
4.2.6 Selection
The “linear ranking selection” proposed in [2] is used to select pairs of parent solutions for the Crossover
phase. Firstly, parent solutions are sorted according to their fitness values in ascending order, and the
population is categorized into s groups. Next, a parent solution is randomly chosen from these s groups
with s groups probabilities p1 ≤ p2 ≤ ... ≤ ps (
∑s
i=1 pi = 1) respectively. Thus, the fitter a solution is, the
more chance it has to be chosen for a parent in the next generation. This combinatorial grouping was found
most effective. In this work, 60 parent solutions are divided into 5 groups (s = 5) of 12 solutions in which
the first group is composed by last 12 worst solutions and so on. The groups selection probability are 5%,
10%, 15%, 25% and 45%.
4.2.7 Crossover
Crossover probability: each pair of selected solutions is now randomly selected for crossover operator with a
crossover probability that is introduced to leave some part of the population survive to the next generation.
The self-adaptive of crossover probability Pc proposed in [16] is used and determined:
Pc =

 P
max
c −
(Pmaxc −P
min
c )·(fc−favg)
fmax−favg
if fc ≥ favg
Pmaxc if fc < favg
(27)
where,
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• Pmaxc and P
min
c denote the lower bound and upper bound of crossover probability respectively: P
min
c =
0.60; Pmaxc = 0.95;
• fmax and favg denote the maximal fitness and the average fitness of all solutions in the population
respectively;
• fc denotes the higher fitness of two parent solutions.
Crossover operator: the objective is to combine selected solutions to generate next better generation solu-
tions by preserving their characteristics. 2-points crossover [22] is applied in this algorithm. First, two PM
activities are randomly chosen as the crossover points. And then, the elements between these points of the
selected parent solutions are exchanged to create new solutions.
4.2.8 Mutation
Mutation probability: mutation is made to prevent falling GA into local extreme, but it should not occur
very often, because then GA will in fact change to random search. Therefore, the self-adaptive of mutation
probability Pm proposed in [16] is used.
Pm =

 P
max
m −
(Pmaxm −P
min
m )·(fmax−fm)
fmax−favg
if fm ≥ favg
Pmaxm if fm < favg
(28)
where,
• Pmaxm and P
min
m denote the lower bound and upper bound of mutation probability respectively: P
min
m =
0.01, Pmaxm = 0.10;
• fmax and favg denote the maximal fitness and the average fitness of all solutions in the population
respectively;
• fm denotes the fitness of the mutation solution.
Mutation operator: for each selected solution, a random maintenance activity in a group is next moved to
another group in order to generate a new solution.
4.2.9 Final condition
Final condition is introduced to stop the algorithm process. Herein, the algorithm process is stopped when
the iteration number reaches its limited value or when after a given number of consecutive iterations without
improving the fitness of the best solution.
4.2.10 Optimal solution
The optimal solution with highest fitness value is searched among the last generation solutions.
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5 Numerical example
The purpose of this section is to show how the proposed grouping strategy can be used in preventive
maintenance optimization with availability constraint under limited maintenance teams through a series
structure system consisting of 20 components. When a component fails, it is immediately maintained
according to a minimal-repair policy. A corrective maintenance restores the failed component to its ”as
bad as old” state. The corrective maintenance duration is assumed to be negligible. To avoid the failure
occurrence, each component is preventively replaced with non-negligible maintenance duration. In this
study, it is assumed that the failure behavior of component i (i = 1, ..., 20) is described by a Weibull
distribution with scale parameter λi > 0, and shape parameter βi > 1.
Table 1 reports the life time parameters and maintenance costs for the 20 components. It should be
noticed that, in this study, all parameters are given in arbitrary units, either arbitrary time unit (atu) or
arbitrary cost unit (acu), e.g., in Table 1 λi, di, t
e
i are given in atu and c
p
i , C
c
i in acu. For setup cost and
unavailability cost rate, we take S = 10 (acu) and Cd = 5 (acu/atu) respectively.
Component λi βi c
p
i C
c
i di t
e
i Component λi βi c
p
i C
c
i di t
e
i
1 237 1.5155 266 79 1 847.7 11 209 1.8171 380 52 2 461.9
2 255 1.3981 347 67 2 1614.1 12 297 1.5439 376 56 5 1327.3
3 335 1.6527 322 94 6 903.6 13 326 2.0178 279 80 5 326.4
4 291 1.8663 362 85 2 602.1 14 236 1.5127 249 59 1 663.3
5 186 1.3280 500 59 3 2122.1 15 278 1.2336 221 66 5 2357.4
6 263 2.0819 401 60 4 466.9 16 169 1.7985 342 85 2 69.7
7 260 2.1427 326 100 3 247.0 17 281 1.6067 446 86 6 750.0
8 243 2.1816 247 43 5 324.1 18 257 1.5251 232 81 4 405.6
9 226 1.3909 329 75 4 1144.7 19 235 1.2908 280 58 3 1726.6
10 268 1.4262 316 80 3 1096.9 20 239 1.7271 338 24 5 873.4
Table 1: Data of a 20-component system.
By assuming that all components are individually maintained, nominal maintenance periodicity x∗i ,
minimum maintenance cost rate φ∗i and the next preventive replacement date ti1 (with i = 1, ..., 20) are
calculated by substitution of the input data in Equations (8) and (11). The results are given in Table 2.
According to these results, if preventive maintenance of components are separately performed the min-
imum total maintenance cost per operating time unit is then:
CIM =
20∑
i=1
φ∗i = 19.75.
In this case, the planning horizon starts at the current date equal to 0 (tbegin = 0) and the ending horizon
date corresponds to t201 + d20 = 605 (tend = 605). The total maintenance duration is
∑20
i=1 di = 71 and the
average availability of the system when all components are separately maintained is then 0.8826. The total
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Component x∗i φ
∗
i ti1 Component x
∗
i φ
∗
i ti1
1 847.7 0.9745 0 11 717.9 1.2391 289
2 1663.1 0.7750 50 12 1602.3 0.7281 310
3 980.6 0.9348 80 13 636.4 0.9782 350
4 703.1 1.1705 110 14 988.3 0.7881 370
5 2231.1 0.9519 120 15 2711.4 0.4986 400
6 652.9 1.2703 200 16 428.7 1.9021 410
7 439.0 1.4994 210 17 1127.0 1.1421 430
8 533.1 0.9767 230 18 846.6 0.8989 500
9 1368.7 0.9333 250 19 2213.6 0.6116 550
10 1364.9 0.8472 280 20 1407.4 0.6295 600
Table 2: Values of x∗i , φ
∗
i , and ti1 .
maintenance cost within the planning horizon is:
TCIM = CIM · (605 − 71) = 10546.5
To illustrate the use and the advantages of the proposed grouping strategy, the following studies are
investigated:
• Maintenance planning & grouping without availability constraints and unlimited repairmen;
• Impacts of limited repairmen on the maintenance planning & grouping and on the system availability;
• Impacts of availability constraint on the maintenance planning & grouping;
• Maintenance planning & grouping with multi-availability level constraint;
• Maintenance planning & grouping with both availability level and repairmen constraint.
5.1 Maintenance planning & grouping without availability constraints
and unlimited repairmen
It is assumed that the system has to serve only one mission during [0, 605] for which no availability contraint
is considered. The maintenance teams are assumed to be unlimited for maintenance execution. In doing
so, by applying the proposed grouping strategy, the optimal grouping solution is reported in Table 3. Two
optimal groups G1 = {1, ..., 11} and G2 = {12, ..., 20} are found.
Group components Optimal date tG Duration dG Profit QG Total profit QGS∗
{1,...,11} 173.3 6 219.6593
438.9792
{12,...,20} 364.8 6 219.3199
Table 3: Grouping without availability constraint and unlimited repairmen number
As an example, Figure 7 shows the optimal scheduling of group G2 on 7 maintenance teams. It is clear
that the minimum maintenance of the group G2 is 6 time units.
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Activity 17
Time
tG2+1
Repairman
Activity 14
Activity 19
Activity 12
Activity 13
Activity 15
Activity 20
Activity 18 Activity 16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
tG2+2 tG2+3 tG2+4 tG2+5 tG2+6tG2
Figure 7: Optimal scheduling of of group G2 = {12, ..., 20} on 7 repairmen
The obtained results in Table 3 show that the total maintenance cost saving is QGS∗ = 438.9792 which is
about 3.75% of TCIM . Moreover, it is important to note that the total maintenance duration is dramatically
reduced, DGS∗ = 12. As a consequence, the average availability of the system within the planning horion
increases significantly and equals to 0.9802. In addition, according to the proposed maintenance approach,
only 7 repairmen are needed for executing the optimal grouped maintenance planning. This interesting
result can help maintenance manager to schedule more optimally repairmen tasks. Of course if the number
repairmen is limited, i.e. lower than 7, the grouped maintenance planning above is no longer an optimal
one. To face this problem, the impacts of the limited repairmen on the maintenance planning and on the
system availability are investigated and presented in the next subsection.
5.2 Impacts of limited repairmen on the maintenance planning & group-
ing and on the system availability
To study the impacts of limited repairmen, the number of repairmen m is herein varied from 1 to 10. For
each value of m, by using the proposed maintenance grouping approach, an optimal maintenance planning
is provided. It is assumed that an increase of repairmen do not lead to any additional cost. The results
are reported in Table 4. It is found that under limited repairmen constraint, the theorem of consecutive
preventive maintenance activities is no longer applicable, see for example the cases with m = 3, 4, 5.
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m Optimal solution tG dG QGS∗
1
G1 = {1, ..., 5} 71.3 14
154.5121G2 = {6, ..., 12} 218.9 26
G3 = {13, ..., 20} 401.7 31
2
G1 = {1, .., 5} 71.3 7
329.5121G2 = {6, ..., 12} 211.9 13
G3 = {13, ..., 20} 381.7 16
3
G1 = {1, ..., 5, 9} 83.9 6
386.3262G2 = {6, 7, 8, 10, 11} 208.8 6
G3 = {12, ..., 20} 370.8 12
4
G1 = {1, ..., 5, 9, 15} 87.4 6
410.1913G2 = {6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12} 210.4 6
G3 = {13, 14, 16, ..., 20} 373.8 7
5
G1 = {1, 2, 4} 68.9 2
423.4065G2 = {3, 5, ..., 12, 15} 199.0 8
G3 = {13, 14, 16, ..., 20} 371.8 6
6
G1 = {1, ..., 11} 173.3 6
433.9792
G2 = {12, ..., 20} 364.8 7
≥ 7
G1 = {1, ..., 11} 173.3 6
438.9792
G2 = {12, ..., 20} 364.8 6
Table 4: Grouped maintenance planning under limited repairmen
The impacts of the number of repairmen on the maintenance cost and the average availability are
sketched in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Impact of the number of repairmen on (a) the total maintenance cost rate and (b) the average
availability of the system
The obtained results show that, when the number of repairmen is lower than 7 (m ≤ 7), the maintenance
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benefit (saving cost) and the average availability of the system increase significantly with the increasing of
the number of repairmen. This can be explained by the fact that the maintenance duration can be reduced
by increasing the number of repairmen. It is important to note that a reduction of maintenance duration
leads not only to an increase of the maintenance benefit, i.e. a reduction of total maintenance cost, but also
to an increase of the average availability of the system.
Moreover, it is interesting to note that when the number of repairmen is high enough (herein m ≥ 7),
the optimal maintenance planning remains unchanged, i.e., an increase of the number of repairmen impacts
no longer the maintenance cost and the average availability of the system.
5.3 Impacts of availability constraint on the maintenance planning &
grouping
In this section, only one mission is considered within the planning horizon [0 605]. To investigate the impact
of the availability constraint on the maintenance planning, different levels of availability are considered. In
fact, the required average availability level A10 is varied from 1 to 0.9802. It should be noticed that 0.9802
is the average availability level provided by the proposed grouping strategy when the availability constraint
is released. This means also that when the required average availability level is not higher than 0.9802, the
proposed maintenance approach provides an optimal maintenance planning for which the average availability
of the system equals to 0.9802. In that way, the obtained results are reported in Table 5.
Required average availability level A10 Optimal solution tG dG QGS∗
1 G1 = {1, ..., 20} 605 0 -785.200
0.995 G1 = {1, ..., 20} 602 3 -764.743
0.9901 G1 = {1, ..., 20} 241.5 6 396.7430
0.9884
G1 = {1} 0 1
398.7568
G2 = {2, ..., 20} 249.1 6
0.9868
G1 = {1, 2, 4} 68.9 2
413.7074
G2 = {3, 5, ..., 20} 263.8 6
0.9835
G1 = {1, 2, 4} 68.9 2
419.5710G2 = {3, 5, ..., 13, 15, 17, ..., 20} 237.9 6
G3 = {14, 16} 362.6 2
0.9818
G1 = {1, ..., 11, 17} 182.6 6
432.0986
G2 = {12, ..., 16, 18, ..., 20} 363.5 5
≤ 0.9802
G1 = {1, ..., 11} 173.3 6
438.9792
G2 = {12, ..., 20} 364.8 6
Table 5: Maintenance planning with different levels of average availability
Figure 9.a shows the sensitivity of the total maintenance cost per operating time unit to the required
average availability level. It is clear that, when the required availability level is not lower than 0.9802, the
higher the required average availability level the higher maintenance cost is. Especially, when no preventive
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maintenance is allowed within the considered interval (the required average availability level equals to 1)
the maintenance cost increases dramatically. It is important to note that a required average availability
level can be reached when the number of repairmen is high enough. In fact, Figure 9.b illustrates the
relationship between the required average availability level and the optimal repairmen number for which
the corresponding maintenance cost is the lowest. When the average availability level is not higher than
0.9818, only 7 repairmen are needed to execute the preventive maintenance operations. However, when
the average availability level is not lower than 0.9884, the number of required repairmen increases and the
optimal one is 13.
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Figure 9: Impact of required average availability level on (a) the total maintenance cost rate and (b) the number
of necessary repairmen
5.4 Maintenance planning & grouping with multi-availability level con-
straint
Assume now that the system has to serve two missions for which each mission requires a minimum average
availability level. More precisely:
• Mission 1: only 5 time units are allowed for preventive maintenance during the mission interval [0, 300]
(the required average availability level is 0.9833);
• Mission 2: during the mission (300, 605], only 6 time units are allowed for preventive maintenance (the
required average availability level for this mission is 0.980).
If we look at the global horizon interval [0 605], the total duration allowed for maintenance is 11 time
units. However the optimal maintenance planning above for which the required average availability level
A0 = 0.9818 (total maintenance duration allowed is 11 time units) is no longer useable since it does not
reach the average availability level required by missions 1 and 2.
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By integrating this multi-availability level constraint, the proposed maintenance approach provides a
new optimal maintenance planning which is reported in Table.6
Group components Optimal date tG QGS∗ dG Necessary repairmen m
∗
{1, 2, 4...,9} 166.28
425.0274
5 5
{3, 10,...,20} 328.20 6 9
Table 6: Grouping with multi-availability level constraint
It is clear that the optimal maintenance planning for this case is different from the one for which only
one availability level contraint (one mission with A10 = 0.9818). More precisely, both the structure of each
group and its optimal maintenance date are changed when considering multi-availability level constraint.
It should be noticed that the number of necessary repairmen is also changed.
5.5 Maintenance planning & grouping with both availability and limited
repairmen constraint
From a practical point of view, the system can be is required to operate with a given average availability
level and the maintenance teams are usually limited. To study the joint impacts of availability and limited
repairmen constraint, only one mission is herein considered. Different required average availability levels
for the mission are then studied. For each required average availability level, the numbers of repairmen are
varied from 1 to 15. Given a required average availability level and a number of available repairmen, we try
to find an optimal maintenance planning. The obtained results are reported in Table 7.
Required average availability Repairmen
Optimal solution tG dG QGS∗ DGS∗
Necessary
level A1
0
constraint repairmen m∗
0.9884
m < 11 no solution
m=11 or m=12 G1={1,...,20} 241.45 7 391.74 7 11
m ≥ 13
G1={1} 0 1
398.76 7 13
G2={2,...,20} 249.06 6
0.9835
m < 8 no solution
m=8
G1={1} 0 1
383.76 10 8
G2={2,...,20} 249.06 9
m=9
G1={1,2,4,5,6,7,9,19} 159.82 4
416.50 10 9
G2={3,8,10,...,18,20} 304.27 6
m ≥ 10
G1={1,2,4,5,6,7,9} 156.58 4
419.57 10 10
G2={3,8,10,...,20} 305.55 6
Table 7: Optimal maintenance planning with both availability and repairmen constraint
The results show that:
• under a given required average availability level a maintenance planning can be established only for
a high enough number of repairmen. In fact, the number of necessary repairmen is bounded. The
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lower bound corresponds to the minimum number of repairmen for which a maintenance planning
can be constructed. The upper bound corresponds to the optimal number of repairmen for which
the maintenance cost is the lowest. For example, when A10 = 0.9835 (the average availability level
is required to be not lower than 0.9835, the lower and upper bound are 8 and 10 respectively. If
the number of repairmen is lower than 8 (m < 8), no maintenance planning can be established.
Maintenance planning and cost savings remain unchanged when m ≥ 10. It should be noticed that
the upper bound of repairmen is lower than the maximum number of maintenance activities in a group,
see for example, when A10 = 0.9884) we need only 13 repairmen to execute a group of 19 maintenance
activities (group G2 = (2, 3, ..., 20)) with a minimum execution duration;
• when the number of repairmen is in the bounded interval, an increase of repairmen may lead to a
better maintenance planning with lower maintenance cost.
6 Conclusions
In this work, a dynamic maintenance grouping approach is proposed for multi-component systems. The
rolling horizon approach is developed and used jointly with two optimization algorithms (GA and MUL-
TIFIT) in order to find an optimal maintenance planning with availability level constraints and limited
maintenance teams (repairmen). The proposed approach can also help to (i) provide the minimum number
of repairmen to ensure that an establishable maintenance planning, which copes with given availability
levels constraint, can be constructed; and (ii) determine the minimum number of repairmen that leads
to an optimal maintenance planning satisfying the availability constraints with lowest maintenance cost.
Moreover, thanks to the proposed grouping approach, through numerical results, impacts of availability
constraints or/and limited repairmen on the maintenance planning are highlighted.
This paper is the development of our research in the framework of maintenance grouping approaches
for multi-component systems with availability and maintenance resources constraints presented partially in
[8]. Our future research work will focus on the development of the proposed approach for multi-component
systems with complex structure.
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